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CRASH BARS 

SKID PLATES

LUGGAGE RACKS

SOFT LUGGAGE

BMW R 1200 GS WATERCOOLED 

BMW R 1200 GS

BMW F 800 GS / F 700 GS / F 650 GS

KTM 1190 ADVENTURE / R 

DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200

TRIUMPH TIGER 800/ 800 XC / 1200

YAMAHA SUPER TENERE XT 1200 Z

SUZUKI V-STROM DL 650 / DL 1000

BMW K 1600 GT / GTL

BMW G 650 GS

ALTRIDER INNOVATION

OTHER PARTS

ALTRIDER RIDES

I buy from AltRider. Their products are 
made well, fit well, and they are a first rate 
company to deal with.  I have outfitted three 
bikes with their products and all of it has 
been spot on. Give ‘em a try. You will be 
pleased. /gr8grins on ADVrider 
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Proudly Made in

America
ADVENTURES

AWAIT

Why do you ride?

Is it the escape? The freedom? To get from point A to  

point B? Whether it’s for therapy or necessity, we are 

making it personal. Our goal is to make sure nothing 

stops you on your way to adventure by designing and 

manufacturing superb protection parts that are ACTUALLY 

built for riding. We take extreme pride in everything we 

produce  — from the precision fit of the crash bars to the 

military grade stitching on the soft luggage.  AltRider 

accessories are the real deal — 100% designed and 

manufactured in America. 

Venture On. 
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TESTED
ADVENTURE

AltRider crash bars are designed to take some tough 

crashes. Most of our crash bars feature a 6.75"  

billet aluminum connector, seamlessly   

connecting both sides of the crash bar   

assembly. While others cut corners using  

crushed tube or mounting bolts, the AltRider bars  

translate impact to the entire assembly —    

not just one side — avoiding    

damage to your bike.
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We’ve all been there. You and your ride go 

down from unforeseen circumstances — 

while you manage to get up scratch free, 

the dread of how your bike fared sinks in. 

AltRider knows the feeling all too well — 

we’re riders too. The AltRider protection 

parts have been crash tested not just by us, 

but by you. And the general consensus is...  

they just plain work!  

AltRider crash bars are designed to handle 

some tough ass crashes — we say this 

from experience *see the AltRider YouTube 

page for proof*. Each crash bar is designed 

for maximum protection to accentuate the 

features of each bike. 

KILLER CRASH BARS

NEED PHOTO

CRASH BARS
NOT JUST AN ACCESSORY

ONE-OF-A-KIND DESIGN 

The AltRider design team conducts 

a study to identify the bike’s contact 

points when it’s on its side. Each crash 

bar is specifically designed for each 

bike, complementing the lines of the bike 

while taking on the weakest points.

FIT MEETS FUNCTION

Built with precision-manufactured standoffs that  

fit directly into the existing motor mounts, these  

1” diameter stainless steel bars have been 

perfected and proven to save your bike from  

dire situations.

I went down at 50 mph on the left side and my leg 
was pinned between the bike and asphalt. Slid about 
100 feet in this position and were it not for your 
engine guards, I probably would have lost my leg.  
/ Philip E.
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SKID PLATES
RIDE WITHOUT WORRY

PROTECT YOUR VITALS  

Close turns, debris, and 

other dangers on and off the 

road won’t pose a threat to 

your vulnerable header pipes 

with the AltRider skid plate.

STACKED NICKELS 

AltRider skid plates are all hand TIG 

welded for strength and good looks.  

On vertical seams, we took the extra  

time to weld inside and out. 

Anodized
BLACK

Anodized
SILVER

COLOR GUIDE
Aluminum Skid Plate



FITTEST
SURVIVAL OF THE

Love the AltRider Skid Plates... 
The one on my F 800 GS has  
saved my bike many times. 
Tough as nails! / Jon G.

BUILT TO LAST
Your basic sump protection gets a much needed facelift with the AltRider skid 

plate, the ultimate shield for the undercarriage of your bike. After taking your 

bike off-road with one of the AltRider plates, you’ll know what we’re talking 

about. A throaty gasp from the engine as you accelerate, followed by a satisfying 

“clang!” that resounds as debris hits the plate. While you’ll find ringers of similar 

engineering — as the saying goes, imitation is the sincerest form of flattery —  

the AltRider design beats out any copycats.



LEADER
OF THE PACK

Made of 3/16 inch (4.75mm) thick anodized 

aluminum and flanged to increase strength 

and provide additional tie downs.

The piece is really a work of art. All 
the dimensions are perfect which also 
allowed for a perfect fit and finish.  
/Peter on AltRider Reviews
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100% MADE IN USA
AltRider luggage racks feature some of 

the most high-end finishes on the market 

including beveled edges and an anodized 

finish. In order to come up with the perfect 

layout, the luggage rack patterns were 

conceived after multiple hook studies 

comparing different configurations that 

included hooks, straps, bungee cords and  

tie downs. 

Whether you are headed out to pick up 

some groceries or going for a several month 

excursion, having the proper setup to carry 

your luggage is key. Varied cutouts make it 

easy to strap and tie down luggage. 

PLUG N’ PLAY

All AltRider luggage racks come pre-drilled 

with holes for RotopaX water and fuel packs, 

RAM Mounts, and can be interfaced with the 

Givi Monokey systems.  

LUGGAGE RACKS
HIGH CALIBER CARRY-ONS 

DOUBLE THE LOAD

The rear and pillion racks are excellent for those who 

go on longer adventures. If you’re not usually riding 

with a passenger, replace the pillion seat with a rack 

for more luggage space.
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PACK
THE PERFECT

100% WATERPROOF 

Waterproof soft luggage is a difficult feat 

— that’s why many companies sell rain 

covers. The Hemisphere tank bag includes 

an inner waterproof liner with fully taped 

seams to completely isolate the contents 

from moisture. Neatly fold the waterproof 

liner to keep it open on sunny days for 

quick access. 
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What kind of packer are you? Are you the type 

to stuff your bare essentials into a sack while 

singing “Hiiiighway to the danger zone...” Or 

are you the meticulous type — laying it out, 

checking your lists, agonizing over whether 

you’ll need 2 pairs of padded skivvies. 

Years of riding led us to design the highly 

functional AltRider Hemisphere soft 

luggage — and we thought of you the 

entire time (as creepy as that sounds). 

Everything is thoroughly designed with 

the rider in mind. From the waterproof 

materials, cam-lock buckles for secure 

attachment, and everything down to 

the military grade thread. The pack is 

completely customizable with many 

different compartments, dry bags, 

and inserts. 

THE ONLY LUGGAGE  
YOU’LL EVER NEED

NEED PHOTO

HEMISPHERE
SOFT LUGGAGE

TANK BAG
Zip off the main compartment for 
easy fueling and transport

SADDLEBAG
Includes a custom  
compression sack 

HOLSTER SYSTEM
Insert your own dry-bags for 
maximum versatility 

POWERED TANK BAG 
Power your electronics  
from inside your tank bag 

SOFT PANNIERS 
Features a garage compartment 
allowing for storing heavier items 
closer to the ground

UNIVERSAL EXHAUST  
HEAT SHIELD  
Protect your luggage from the 
high temps of the exhaust
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BMW
R 1200 GS WATERCOOLED

SIDE STAND FOOT
3D design allows for easy  
boot deployment

HEADLIGHT GUARD
Protect your lights with 
interchangeable faces for  
different riding styles

CRASH BARS
Our real world “crash testing” 
proved these robust bars are  
built to last

RADIATOR GUARD
Louvers deflect debris while 
directing airflow to the radiator

SKID PLATE
The most ground clearance  
on the market

LUGGAGE RACK
The ultimate rack for adventures 
long and short

REAR BRAKE  
RESERVOIR GUARD 
Keep errant rocks and debris from 
taking out your ability to stop 

UPPER CRASH BAR LIGHT 
MOUNT KIT 
Mount auxiliary LED’s onto your 
AltRider upper crash bars  

HEADLIGHT GUARD  
EXTENDED KIT 
Extra protection for the heat sink 
and auxiliary lights

UPPER CRASH BARS 
Protect your upper fairings and 
radiator from adventure-ending 
damage 

COMPLETE CRASH PROTECTION

Provide absolute crash protection for your liquid cooled 

GS with a sturdy 1.25” crash bar and the only skid plate 

that doesn’t mount to the engine.

THE ICON, REVISITED
On any given adventure, inclement 

conditions are bound to happen — from 

slippery pavement in a drizzle, clay-like 

mud on the trails to extreme heat causing 

all sorts of havoc. While you and your 

gear may be ready for it, your watercooled 

BMW R 1200 GS should also be armored 

from ride-ending accidents. 

AltRider evaluated the abuse endured 

at the BMW Off-Road Training schools, 

yielding critical insight from real crash 

testing. The AltRider crash bars are made 

of 1.25” stainless steel tubing resulting in 

the most robust bars on the market. Install 

the new upper crash bars to give top to 

bottom protection, providing prime real 

estate for auxiliary lights.
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AN ICON
OUTFITTING

BMW R 1200 GS WATERCOOLED
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BMW
R 1200 GS

POTENTIOMETER GUARD
Guard the Achilles Heel  
of the R 1200 GS

REAR BRAKE MASTER 
CYLINDER GUARD
Larger protection for your brakes

SKID PLATE
Protecting your headers  
and cross pipe from debris

CRASH BARS
Stainless construction means 
strength and rust-free bars

OIL COOLER GUARD
Aggressive protection  
for your oil cooler

UPPER CRASH 
BARS ASSEMBLY
For mounting lights  
and further protection

REAR BRAKE 
RESERVOIR GUARD
Protect the lifeblood  
of your braking system

LUGGAGE RACK SYSTEM
Versatile carrying capacity  
as one or two racks

SIDE STAND FOOT
Prevent sinking in soft ground

HEADLIGHT GUARD
Safeguard the expensive  
headlight assembly in style

INJECTOR PROTECTORS
Keep fuel flowing in your machine

THE ORIGINAL  
ADVENTURER 
Padded by tradition and reputation, the 

Dakar rally is as synonymous to adventure 

riding as is the BMW R 1200 GS. Nothing 

beats the fervor that each rider feels to go 

the distance -- whether it’s competitively or 

just fulfilling a wanderlust for adventure. With 

the R 1200, you don’t think twice about 

taking the off-road route home or crossing 

countries with your belongings strapped on 

the back. 

We make a full line of protection parts to 

give this off-road machine the experience it 

deserves. There’s a reason why the AltRider 

crash bars have rave reviews -- they just 

plain work. Made from 1” of stainless steel, 

they wrap around the valve cover providing 

unmatched protection to the engine.

FULLY ENGAGED MOUNTS

Built with precision-manufactured 

standoffs that fit directly into the 

frame, AltRider’s stout crash bars 

protect like no other. 



MASTER
MACHINE

BMW R 1200 GS
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INSPIRED
BMW F 800 GS / F 700 / F 650 GS TWIN

ENDURO
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BMW
F 800 GS / F 700 GS / F 650 GS TWIN

SIDE STAND FOOT
Support your bike

RADIATOR GUARD
Serious protection of  
the vulnerable radiator

VOLTAGE REGULATOR GUARD
Keep your power constant

REAR BRAKE 
RESERVOIR GUARD
Tamper-proof your reservoir

LUGGAGE RACK
Strong rack for a smart pack

SKID PLATE
Shield your oil filter, heat  
exchanger, and header pipe

CRASH BARS
Rugged protection  
for rugged rides

HEADLIGHT GUARD 
Safeguard the expensive  
headlight assembly in style

URBAN  
CRUSADER
It’s not always about the destination. 

While riders dream of riding to Prudhoe 

Bay or crossing the Himalayas, riding the 

streets in your town is often the reality. The 

younger brother in the GS series proves 

itself superior riding both on and off the 

pavement. 

Whether you’re riding for adventure or 

commuting to work, AltRider’s goods keep 

your bike in tip-top shape. After all, crashes 

and accidents happen even in your own 

driveway. The AltRider crash bars are now 

stronger with the addition of the upper crash 

bars, increasing coverage and strength in 

the event of an impact. We sweat the small 

stuff too, with the new AltRider chain guard 

and rear brake master cylinder guard.  

BULLETPROOF PROTECTION

Protect your lights with the lexan or 

stainless steel headlight guard held 

securely by Dzus fasteners for quick 

removal and cleaning.

UPPER CRASH BARS 
Perfect mounting for  
auxiliary lights 

REAR BRAKE MASTER 
CYLINDER GUARD
Comprehensive coverage for  
the braking system 

REAR EXHAUST GUARD 
Prevent a hot exhaust pipe from 
melting your pants

CHAIN GUARD
Protect yourself in the case of a 
broken chain
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PACKED WITH  
POWER  
Sometimes you want a true escape, unfettered 

from the distractions of real life. Whether it’s 

a quick getaway or a cross country trip, the 

KTM 1190 Adventure  will take you there. 

Comfortably cruising at highway speeds, this 

new adventure tourer has the ability to rip 

up the trails with no avail. It’s light, agile and 

punchy in the dirt while still weighing in at over 

500lbs, which is why AltRider took the time to 

design ultra durable protection. 

The new AltRider skid plate design features 

large radius corners, flared edges to provide 

absolute coverage for the motor, clutch pack, 

and stator while maintaining exceptional 

strength. AltRider created the only design on 

the market that attaches to the frame and foot 

peg mounting points. This combo along with the 

keyed design of the rear brackets contributes to 

the unbreakable protection. 

KTM
1190 ADVENTURE  

LEXAN + STAINLESS STEEL 
HEADLIGHT GUARD  
Resilient polycarbonate protects 
your headlight 

LUGGAGE RACK 
Strategically placed cutouts 
provide ample mounting points
PILLION RACK AVAILABLE

SKID PLATE 
Attaches to the frame + foot peg 
mount for superior strength

SIDE STAND FOOT 
New 3 piece design for the  
thin stock stand 

CHAIN GUARD
Lightweight shield for your chain

REAR BRAKE MASTER 
CYLINDER GUARD
Protect your rear brakes 



KTM1190 ADVENTURE  
ALERT

ADVENTURE

Very pleased with the installation, fit and 
finish. All welds are perfect, and there is 
enough clearance from the plate to the header 
to prevent any issues with rubbing. Nice job, 
AltRider. / Brendan G. 
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OIL COOLER GUARD
Guard against dangerous debris

WATER PUMP GUARD
Takes the impact instead  
of your water pump
*Fits the Ducati Hyperstrada

CRASH BARS
Wrap your fairing, radiator  
and water pump in protection

HEADER GUARD
Deflect rocks and debris  
away from your header

FRAME SLIDERS
Let your sliders take the fall

LUGGAGE RACK
Take the necessities 
*Fits the Ducati Hyperstrada

SIDE STAND FOOT
Sometimes you need  
a larger footprint 
*Fits the Ducati Hyperstrada

RADIATOR GUARD
Practical design protects  
the vulnerable radiator

DUCATI
MULTISTRADA 1200 / HYPERSTRADA

CYLINDER HEAD GUARD//

DEFLECT DANGERS

Rocks and debris kicked up by your front tire may 

hurt your cylinder head, valve cover and exposed 

ignition coil. The cylinder head guard protects 

against dangers while keeping your motor running 

cool with functional louvers. 

*Fits the Ducati Hyperstrada

tire may 

I got into a losing argument with a highway 
guardrail. The cover (and a good deal of the 
bike) was destroyed. But, there wasn’t a 
scratch on the water pump. / Jerry W.

STYLE FOR  
YOUR STEED
Ducati fulfills every man’s carnal desires in 

their answer to an adventure motorcycle. 

Add a bikini clad umbrella girl, and you’ve 

got yourself a full-fledged fantasy (if you’re 

THAT kind of guy). While the Multistrada is 

not typically used as an off-road machine, 

they’re perfectly capable in all kinds of 

terrain. 

Whatever your intent may be with this Italian 

steed, consider serious protection to cover 

the exposed bits. Otherwise, a trip may 

be memorable for all the wrong reasons. 

Enhance your bike’s off-road readiness 

with the only crash bars available that don’t 

simply mount to the side of the bike. By 

utilizing a cross bar between both sides 

allows for any impact to transfer to the entire 

system and causes less flex. 
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DUCATI MULTISTRADA 1200  
/ HYPERSTRADA

BOLD
IS BACK
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RUGGED
BUT REFINED

TRIUMPH TIGER 800 / 800XC / EXPLORER 1200 
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SIDE STAND FOOT
The ultimate side stand foot  
made of superior materials

RADIATOR GUARD
Protection from rocks  
and road debris

CRASH BARS
Rugged protection  
for rugged rides

SKID PLATE
Well designed to protect  
against rocks and ruts

LUGGAGE RACK
Carry a lot or a little with a  
variety of ways to tie down

TRIUMPH
TIGER 800 / 800 XC / EXPLORER 1200 

TIGERS IN THE WILD

The Triumph Tiger 800 and Explorer 1200 are 

a powerful set of fully sized ADV bikes meant 

to be ridden off the beaten path. The superior 

maneuverability of these Tigers are deserving of 

equally matched protection that can handle the 

wild ride. 

AltRider created innovative designs for the 

newer 1215 cc adventure tourer, the Triumph 

Explorer 1200. A cutting edge feature of the 

AltRider crash bars is the hidden 4.75” hidden 

stash box, located inside the sturdy 1.25” bar. 

The gorgeous billet anodized aluminum caps of 

the stash box with sealed O-rings will keep any 

of your belongings private and dry. 

CRASH BARS 1200
Rugged protection  
for rugged rides

LUGGAGE RACK 1200
Take the necessities, whether it  
is a little or a lot

I absolutely love the AltRider crash bars. Really strong,  
good engine and plastic bits coverage, and they look 
awesome. / Mike H. 

FOR TRIUMPH EXPLORER 1200

FOR TRIUMPH TIGER 800 / 800 XC
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PREP YOURSELF BEFORE 
YOU WRECK YOURSELF 
Embrace your calling to explore the world’s 

greatest mountains and trails, meant to be 

traveled on an adventure machine like the 

Yamaha Super Ténéré. Originally inspired by 

previous rally bikes made by  Yamaha, this 

bike is aptly named after the Ténéré desert 

in the Sahara. 

Getting your Tenere outfitted will be crucial 

as you veer off the pavement--just ask the 

swiftly expanding S10 communities and 

forums. We know from experience, our local 

Super Tenere group has 40+ riders with 

AltRider parts on almost every single bike. 

YAMAHA
SUPER TENERE XT 1200 Z

REAR BRAKE MASTER 
CYLINDER GUARD
Protect the reservoir  
hose and brake line

UNIVERSAL JOINT GUARD
Prevent your pants  
from getting caught

SIDE STAND FOOT
Prevent sinking in soft ground

SIDE STAND SWITCH GUARD
Stop and go when you want to 
with this well designed piece

CRASH BARS
Stainless steel construction means 
strength and rust-free bars

SKID PLATE
Rocks and debris  
don’t stand a chance

FORK LEG GUARDS 
Constructed from 1.5 mm 
aluminum providing a robust  
guard for the fork legs

HEADLIGHT GUARD
Safeguard the expensive  
headlight assembly in style

EXHAUST HEAD SHIELD
Protect your boots and  
pants with this guard

LUGGAGE RACK
Configurable in lower  
and upper configuration
PILLION RACK AVAILABLE

REPLACE YOUR BACKSEAT   
WITH LUGGAGE CAPACITY
In response to your requests, AltRider designed the pillion   

rack for the Tenere. This rack fits into place like the pillion seat   

using the same key and features various plug and play options   

with the RotopaX, RAM and Givi. 



YAMAHA SUPER TENERE XT 1200Z

ALERT
ADVENTURE

+1 On the AltRider Bars.  
Been “tested” twice, all with  
hardly a mark to the plastics.  
They just plain work. / Mike G.



SUZUKI V-STROM 650 / 1000
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SUZUKI
VSTROM DL 650 / DL 1000

SKID PLATE / 650
Shield the engine cases and  
oil sump with sturdy protection

LUGGAGE RACK / 650 / 1000 
Uniquely designed with various 
cut-outs for easy packing

CRASH BARS
Stainless steel robs for  
the heart of your bike

SKID PLATE / 1000
Debris won’t stand a chance 
against the 3.175 mm anodized 
aluminum

SIDE STAND FOOT / 650
A larger footprint for your bike

SIDE STAND FOOT / 1000
Adventure tested in all terrain

FRAME SLIDERS
Keep your fairing safe  
in slides and spills

THE EVERYDAY ADVENTURER
The Wee Strom 650 and V-Strom 1000 give a great ride without a big attitude. 

There is a reason the Strom fan base is so devoted. The bike stands up to the 

test and handles the off-road with the best of them. We’ve done some testing 

on our own -- taking ours to the limits everywhere from riding in the dunes near 

Death Valley to slick mud trails in the Hoh Rainforest in Washington. 

Make it a true off-road machine with AltRider protection pieces. AltRider’s robust 

skid plate integrates into the 1” stainless steel crash bars creating a whole 

protection system for the undercarriage of your bike. The skid plate is made 

stronger by the stout rear bracket, further strengthening the assembly. 

Bought engine guards for my 2012 DL 1000 and 
they fit with out any pushing, pulling or prying the 
parts. In all my years I have never had anything fit 
so well... / Joe Kelly 

As good as it gets...The crash bars are everything I had 
hoped for. Installation is as easy as they say with the 
written instructions and the install video... / William
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BMW
K 1600 GT / GTL

ENGINE PROTECTION BARS
Upright your bike at  
a higher resting angle

EXHAUST PROTECTION GUARDS
Polymer pucks to absorb impact, 
saves your muffler from expensive 
damage

SIDE STAND FOOT
Keep your bike upright  
on hot pavement or gravel

THE ULTIMATE TOURING ESCAPE
While we usually only equip ADV bikes for the off-

road, the BMW K 1600 caught our attention when 

dealers requested a solution for stationary drops 

due to the top-heavy weight of this 800lb bike. 

Nothing hurts your pride (and your wallet) as much 

as a totaled engine from a quick drop in the parking 

lot -- as was the case for some of our dealers. 

Taking on the challenge, we constructed an engine 

protection bar made of 1” stainless steel tubing 

that allows the bike to sit at a higher resting angle 

than the OEM bars. This means that the bar will 

stop the bike from rolling over further and making it 

manageable for a single rider to lift the bike.

PUCKS FOR PROTECTION

The exhaust protection guards not only create a 

buffer between your muffler and the ground but 

stabilizes the bike with use of the AltRider engine 

protection bar.  



BMW
G 650 GS

SINGLE CYLINDER WONDER
The light and agile BMW G 650 GS 

is a bike built for functionality and 

extreme adventures. With impressive 

gas mileage and a low weight, this bike 

easily becomes your favorite nimble 

adventure bike. Tackling new frontiers 

is a cinch with AltRider accessories 

protecting the bike’s vital components. 

The latest design of the AltRider center 

stand is the only design on the market 

that is crafted from stainless steel, 

making it resistant to rust. Taking it a 

step further, the AltRider design team 

engineered custom stainless steel 

springs, which are lighter weight and 

stronger than the other options. 

SKID PLATE
Incorporates 4 flanges to create  
a stronger plate

REAR BRAKE   
RESERVOIR GUARD
Protects the lifeblood of your  
rear braking system 

REAR BRAKE MASTER 
CYLINDER GUARD
Protection to keep your  
brakes in top condition 

CRASH BARS
Protect your clutch cover,  
radiator and front fairings 

LUGGAGE RACK 
Get access to your tailbox  
without removing rack 

SIDE STAND FOOT 
Keep your bike upright on long 
adventures or short trips
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Just as time marches on, so does making new products and perfecting our existing 

products. We strive for perfection in all of our developments, examining every last detail —

to the refined finishes, precision fitment and simple installation instructions. 

In store are more new products for many new 2015 bikes: BMW F 800 and R 

1200 GS, BMW S1000XR, Ducati Multistrada, Ducati Scrambler, EBR 1190 AX, 

Honda NC 700/750 X , Kawasaki Versys, KTM 1290 Super Adventure, KTM 1090 

Adventure, Yamaha FJ-09. Look for AltRider’s signature innovations on crash bars, 

skid plates and luggage racks for the new adventure bikes released.  We’re also 

working on more soft luggage for the Hemisphere line and even designing an 

AltRider hard pannier system. 

Create an account on AltRider.com and personalize 

it to receive updates about parts for specific bikes. 

Be the first to know about our latest developments 

on products and ADV rides by joining our Facebook 

page at www.facebook.com/altrider. 

EVOLUTION
 CONTINUES

THE
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TELL US YOUR THOUGHTS

A lot of what we do is influenced by you. Send 

us your thoughts on the AltRider products and 

let us know what you’d like to see from us in the 

future by emailing us at info@altrider.com. 
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GOODS
TRAIL-TESTED

TECH SPEC /

Get A Grip

RAM MOUNTS  /

Versatile Mounting Solutions

If you’ve trained at any off-road riding schools, the instructors will tell you to 

tuck your knees into the tank for overall body control. Gain better traction with 

TechSpec’s Gripster Tank Grips for less fatigue off-road. Easily install these  

pre-cut strips of grip that feature a releasable adhesive. Choose from three 

different grip materials: Snake Skin, C3 and High Fusion. 

Navigation systems, phones, camera’s, etc — a range of these electronic devices 

are often mounted to your motorcycle since you need them on hand. RAM 

Mounts creates unique solutions to suit all of your device mounting needs. The 

popular patented rubber ball and socket system offers vibration dampening and 

modularity, attaching to multiple arm lengths and device adaptors. 
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PROXXON /

The Only Tools You’ll Ever Need
Built with exceptional German quality, Proxxon hand tools are the perfect addition 

to any garage. At every rally and event AltRider attends, you’ll see the entire staff 

exclusively using Proxxon for installing all AltRider hard parts —  

they’re simply the best. Our favorite is the professional-use Torque Wrench, 

which includes an easy-to-read scale for precision adjustments and a reversible 

ratchet lever. 

I have owned a set of these for over a 
decade... I love the little things about it, like 
the handle on the handheld screwdriver type 
driver [that] has an embedded 1/4” drive 
female socket in its tip...Very well engineered. 
/ Flips on RevZilla Reviews

ROTOPAX FUEL CELLS /

Fuel To Go
We’ve all been there -- getting deeper into the woods and realizing that you 

have to turn back for fear of not having enough fuel to make it out. Rotopax 

created an excellent solution -- an ultra durable fuel cell complete with a sure-

seal gasket guaranteed to never leak. All you need is two drilled holes to easily 

utilize the RotopaX mounts. AltRider Luggage Racks come pre-drilled for a quick 

installation. Water cell and a storage box are also available. 

kk 
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ACCESSIBLE
ADVENTURE

By AltRider

STEPS TO A STELLAR ADVENTURE

1. Register Online
It’s simple  — go to altrider.com/events to sign up.  

We’ll email  you all the dirty details right before the ride.

2. Get in Gear 
Maintain your bike, pack your camping gear, and rally up 

your riding partners (or come alone, you’ll meet tons of 

new people).

3. Get Set for an Epic Ride 
We offer an all-inclusive ADV “resort” with camping 

arrangements, GPS-led routes, meals and 

entertainment (we mean beer). 
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Together with Jimmy Lewis, one of the only Americans 

to ever podium finish at Dakar, we created daring 

routes in his Dakar training grounds near Death Valley. 

We team up with nonprofit organization Seven Mountains 

Conservation Corp (SMCC) for an east coast escape in the best 

of mud, rock, and dirt in the wooded forests of Pennsylvania. 

This ride is near and dear to our hearts as it’s one of our favorite 

local riding spots. The scenery is epic with waterfalls, mountain 

vistas and the forest’s lush foliage. 

CONSERVE
THE RIDE

June 2015

Woodward
Caves PENNSYLVANIA

RIDE
HOH RAINFOREST

August 2015

Olympic
Peninsula

WASHINGTON

DAKAR
TASTE OF March 13-15, 2015

Las Vegas
NEVADA

Great products, great people, and they put on  
great events. I’d fly across the country to go on  
one of their rides, they are that much fun.  
/ Frank Emmanuel Debros
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altrider.com
206.922.3618

Way more solid than the competition - I looked at everything out there.  

  Nothing compares... / Erwin


